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I. Introduction: 
One of the most controversial concepts in the social science is the concept of “civilization” that has less 

agreement about it among the scholars either in the definition and direction. A lot of literatures have been 

produced about “civilization” and each one surveys it from a different view. Some found it in the past and see 

the civilization as a historical event. Some consider the current time and find the civilization as a project. Some 

goes to the future and think about the end of the civilization. Among them, some fear and see panic and some 

are happy about the end of the civilization and are outing (Khoramshad and Adami, 2009). When human 

became familiar with the hand-writing, took a pen and wrote his thoughts and transfer them to the next 

generations, then civilization emerged.  After that, the word of civilization has been attributed on various 

developments in various aspects of human life) Ahangari, 2007). Civilization is a complex cultural phenomenon 

of social, economic, political, artistic and literary events that occurs at the history of a human community. This 

general mentality, make a society for a human community that can easily be separated it from the historical 

experience of human and can find its heavy shadow on each development in this human population. In the sense 

that civilization has a trans-cultural identity and can be spoke as a separated subject from the historical and 

social events, it should be considered as a project. Since it is a temporal phenomenon, it can be mentioned as a 

process (Khoramshad, 2006). Civilization is the product of human socialization and is defined by more complex 

human relationships. Therefore, civilization receives its definition from the human relationships with each other 

(Khoramshad and Adami, 2009). As a result, more than historical identity, it has a social dimension, too. In this 

social dimension, civilization is the result of accepting a kind of order in the relationship of humans with each 

other. The evolution from a larger level than human-human relations and human-nature relationship leads to the, 

evolution and complexity of a civilization (Khoramshad and Adami, 2009). 

 

II. Definitions: 

Definitions from civilization in temporary era include a vast domain. "Henry Lucas," believes that the answer to 

the question "What is civilization?",  is difficult and takes a philosophical issues. Intertwined phenomena of 

civilization include the social, economic, political issues and etc., as well as the development and perfection of 

art, literature, entertainment, science, inventions, philosophy and religion (Lucas, 2003). One of the most 

detailed descriptions of Civilization is for Will Durant, author of "civilization’s history"; from his perspective, 

the general form of civilization is the social order and as a result of its existence, the cultural creativity can be 

exist and flow (Durant, 1986). Civilization is a social system that accelerates the cultural creation and custom, 

morality and law handle it; and are an economic system that remains with continues production and exchange.  

Civilization is the creation of culture and since provides freedom and facility for innovation, experimentation 

and enjoys expressing ideas and customs, literature and art. Civilization is a winding and complex series from 

human relationships that gain hard and spoil easy. Since a set of cultural, political and economic affairs are 

considered in the civilization, impair the order and corruption of the above issues can decline the civilization or 

even collapse and it is clear that no order will happen without security and any law enforcement, particularly in 
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the social and political sphere centered on security, has the real meaning. Details of civilization are this system 

full of security that under it any kind of cultural and materiality creation of humans and their development is 

provided. Civilization means a set of knowledge, arts, traditions, facilities, social institutions that develop by 

innovations, inventions and activities of individuals and groups of people over the ages and centuries and is 

current at all parts of one or several societies that communicate with each other as Egyptian, Greek and Persian 

civilizations that each has specifications that depend on its special geographical, historical and technical features 

(Navaii and Seyed Musavi, 2013).  

 

III. Relation of the civilization with culture 

Despite the close relationship between the culture and civilization and its interchangeability at Persian language, 

these the two concepts are not interdependent and has differences in meaning since civilization comes from 

Persian civilization root and European Civiliz with the meaning of accommodations and urbanization while 

culture means self-cultivation or humans’ coordinating organizations in all individuals and groups at the society 

in material and spiritual progress of humans on the positive aspects. Culture is a set of human learning for self-

discovery.  Civilization is the manifestation of social life and laws. The relation of culture and civilization is a 

relation of “Faith and practice”. As faith creates action and action creates faith; faith creates civilization and 

civilization creates culture (Sajadi, 1996). 

 

IV. Research background 

In various definitions of the civilization, experts consider different factors for civilization that have common 

mode. Ibn Khaldun that is one of the oldest Muslim experts in civilization field considers the elements of these 

phenomena as population, wealth, business, industry, science, art, geography, urbanization, religion and 

prejudice (Adami, 2008).  

Henry Lucas refers to the main elements of the economy, the political organization, moral and religious 

traditions, knowledge and art about civilization elements (Lucas, 2003) 

Will Durant believes that civilization exists in four main pillars including: predicting and caution in economic, 

political organization, moral traditions, and efforts in the development of knowledge and art (Durant, 1958).  

According to the available definitions, a civilized country is one that has indicators of human development and 

culture in the past and present. Therefore, Valhavs defines the civilization’s components as regulations and law, 

government, handwriting, the arts, language, religion and science (Moheimani, 2000).  

Components of a civilization can be divided to two software and hardware components. In a public perspective, 

software components can be divided to science, religion and art. These three are the mental and spiritual 

elements of a civilization that in the history of that culture made several objective expressions means those 

components that we remember them as hardware components of the civilization. Hardware components include 

human population, city (meaning both the government and political system and means land), Economics and 

Technology. 

The role of software components indeed gives special meaning to the behavior of a group of humans in the 

history of the civilization. While hardware components are those that regulate the behaviors of these humans in 

and out. For example, technology is a special kind of humans’ behavior for production that guides all persons of 

a civilization in a systematic form to a determined production (internal order) and coordinates them with all the 

people outside that civilization with that production method (outside order).  

Since the meaning of civilization include material and immaterial aspects of human life, to evaluate the peak 

and decline of the components, two dimensions should be evaluated: spiritual and material aspects. 

Changing these dimensions need a civilization in a framework of civilization changes. In the context of theories 

of social change, civilization transformation analysis during the history has a function of three categories of 

opinions. In an overall classification, theories of social change divide to three groups of evolutionary views, 

periodic opinions and decline comments.  

Ibn Khaldun, in its analysis of the decline of communities, tries to find some regulations for periodic changes in 

communities. From his view, three main steps for each civilization include: 

1) The initial stage of the fight and struggle 

2) The stage of despotism and tyranny 

3) The level of luxury and corruption (Ibn Khaldun, 1987). 

 

1. Evolutionary theories: 

Supporters of this approach in their approach consider to the social changes believe that the history 

always moving towards the development and generally each society and the dynamism of human 

history , except in exceptional cases, mainly shows a kind of development path and passing the time, 

human society close more to happiness.  
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Evolution theory is divided to two groups: direct path of evolution, oscillatory path of evolution. 

Supporters of direct path of evolution people like Spencer, Marx and Auguste Comte believe that social 

change is a result of human intellectual development. 

This evolutionary path in three stages of evolution manifests in progress in the form of mythological 

thought, passing the metaphysical thinking and move toward positive thinking (Batumur, 2000). 

Spencer tried according to historical data shows that human societies move in a straight line and after 

passing through the primary and intermediate stages, reach an advanced stage. In the initial phase, is 

the force and survival is dominant but in the final stage, human reaches the industry and tools.  

In the thought of Karl Marx, the history goes on the economic foundation towards the ideal society. 

History passes the various stages of slavery, feudalism, capitalism and socialism towards a classless 

socialism society. Stimulating of this movement is the class struggle in order to seize the means of 

production. Auguste Comte knows the proof step as the superiority step of thinking and social 

organization with evolutionary analysis of the history of civilization (Roche, 2001).   

Some Evolutionism draw the evolution of human society in the form of oscillating rejects the direct 

path evolution. These theorists have concluded in the framework of the theory of evolution that history 

involving deflection and rebound and the ups and downs with the steep and slow. Totally, this theory 

considers the general course of the movement of societies as progressive but not in a direct line since 

he believes that evolution is realized by an oscillatory movement.  

 

2. Rotational views: Some, who believes this view, consider the history repeatable and believe that 

changes are in rotational mode. Means the produced society or civilization move through the 

development and growth period and then reaches the old age and decrepitude era disappears. After this 

phase another society is formed and this fate the repeats. Of course, each period is more developed and 

more advanced than the previous period. This theory is very old and there was at the ancient Greek 

thinkers and some modern scholars such as Spengler, Toynbee, Vico, Sorokin and Pareto believed in 

this theory. 

3. Theory of decadence: Experts who believe this opinion, consider the human societies that have 

benefited from a regression where the communities are far from bliss and perfection and goes to the 

corruption and destruction. This theory has a special place in ancient Indian philosophy, but today is 

considered, too. Some theorists have resorted to a combination of these theories in their analysis. Vico's 

philosophy of history is a combination of both evolution and degeneration. He is a philosopher of 

history and divides the development of societies throughout history into three basic steps: first, the age 

of the gods that in this era theistic and divine ideas dignity all the human’s affairs and has total 

domination on the thoughts and activities of the human being. At this point the man was violent and 

passionate and creates family, language, mythology and sowing the seeds of civilization. In this period 

the society was patriarchal and lives were according to religion. People were afraid of the 

manifestations of nature and do prophecy and divination for communicate with the gods (Naraghi, 

2005). 

 

V. Factors affecting the promotion of Civilizations: 

The researches’ results show that strict adherence to the good character, adherence to good deeds and beautiful 

things, people tend to big aspirations, struggles at great risk and attempt to resolve the problems, commitment to 

fulfill the promise of obedience to righteousness, turn away from pride, good thoughts of the people, mental 

health of the population, the flow of life according to God, located within the interest of virtue, restraint of 

oppression, justice for all people, patience and dipping anger, avoidance of corruption on earth, commitment to 

intimacy and affection, using own forces  to remove the annoying factor of material and spiritual affairs, effort 

during testing and adversity, agreement on the desires and aspirations, moderate heart and penetrating insight 

are some factors for the moderation of the civilizations  (Navaee and Seyed Mousavi, 2013). 

 

VI. Factors affecting the decline of civilizations 

The main reason for the decline and fall of civilizations is a principle: “"I am, then you are not" or " you are, if I 

want.” This is the true meaning of cruelty and arrogance that has been proposed as the cause of the collapse of 

civilization in Qur'an: Oppression can be proposed as "reasonable infringement on the law of life”. With this 

expression, the meaning of injustice is not limited and the following examples are some of its clear properties: 

1. Lowest assault on conscience is persecution on oneself. 

2. Let the least infringement of his right side, cruelty to oneself. 

3. Reduce the value of the work and the product of human effort is oppression. 

4. Create conditions that make human beings regardless of their right to work and feel is oppression 

although innocent sees the conditions in perfect contentment and happiness. 

5. Suffocation and other factors in the development of intellectual stagnation is oppression. 
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6. Interferes with the freedom of others, although misguided sense of freedom and satisfaction of one 

that was bothering her freedom is oppression. 

7. Creating artificial demand for the supply of goods or imposed thoughts and worthless is 

oppression. 

8. Playing with the feelings and thoughts of self-imposed demands is oppression. 

9. Using the people’s mind to represent one is the inviolability of the human personality and is 

cruelty. 

10. Offer oneself to the whims of political domination and pleasure without worship and selfishness is 

violence and oppression in society. 

11. Abuses of power and privilege that can cure the pain and suffering and to reduce their adverse and 

take the rock out of their way and creates the improvement of people's moral or material is the 

worst cruelty to humans; and the worst is to use that power as a weapon and struggle for survival. 

 

VII. Discussion and conclusion: 

Birth of a civilization is a result of a set of human knowledge and insight about the material and spiritual 

dimensions of their needs. Thus the formation of any civilization requires two components: Collective 

consciousness, the historical continuity of this awareness. When this historical vision declines, civilization is 

also begun to regress. Historical insight as written and plotted drama, allow the objective production in the 

future; therefore its sustainability is a necessary condition for the material development of the civilization. On 

the other hand, historical insight of a civilization should continuously create new capacities to respond to new 

conditions and needs. In this way, a few points should be noted:  

1. Birth and continuation of civilization depend on human’s wills 

2. Birth and continuation of civilization will be subject to perfection and progress; 

3. Scientific institution in each civilization has  the task of maintaining and developing the cultural and 

historical insight on that culture 

Historical insight is the spiritual aspects of civilization in terms of a nation's cultural identity and culture and 

makes it more capable of producing material gains. The spiritual aspect of human life ties all the activities of a 

nation in the history of the community together and makes the collective identity of a common culture and 

civilization. This software component of a civilization makes the production of hardware components of a 

civilization possible. Historical insight takes all software components of a civilization as a soul and if deciles, 

leading to a decline of the hardware products of that civilization. Generally, in an aggregation, all the elements 

of civilization can be placed in three main systems. These three systems are in the order of the cultural system, 

political system, and economic system. In short, the civilizations of the aspects of objective symbols can be 

influenced in each other but they cannot imitate one other from the human-oriented dimension. Everything that 

can be performed from a human-oriented civilization is the experiences and their positive principles such as fair 

treatment of individuals with each other, enjoying the sense of freedom, a healthy economy, governance of 

human values and etc. It should be noted that there is difference between the original civilizations and cultures 

and eclectic and imitation ones. Byzantine and Islamic civilizations are the original civilizations that have not 

been influenced by any other civilization. These civilizations have boiled and grown from within their own 

communities. The objective manifestations of civilization, such as welfare and material facilities and legal 

security and growth and spiritual greatness of human are different. Since if the growth and greatness of the 

human spirit are not achieved for the reasonable life as the main goal of a civilization, that civilization will not 

have originality even has interesting objective symbols. Civilization which is based on human-orientation, 

sacrifices human for tools that are made with their own hands. Now that proved in the objective manifestations 

of man's relationship with nature and opening the human dimension at the space of pure nature is other than 

human-oriented civilization, it can be concluded that if the human societies affected each other in  create a 

civilization but relationship and effect of civilization on each other is not correct in human-oriented civilization 

or human-dimension of the civilization since no civilization can issue an order for human-orientation for another 

society. Human-orientation is not possible without thinking, freedom and aim to creating a reasonable life. 

Communication and impression of civilizations from each other is like two human, one of them at the peak of 

human perfection and the other that has lack of that development and perfection. It is obvious that if a mature 

human wants to expand its positive impact on the poor human, cannot do this by mere association but this poor 

person should thing by himself about of the necessity of thinking and freedom and aiming and move.  
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